
Pre-Loved Condition Guide 

The Pre-Loved Condition Guide is designed to show you what to expect from each of our 

condition ratings. At Hoys, all used skis we sell have had bases tuned regularly, including 

servicing through our wonderful Montana Crystal Glider and Wintersteiger Ceramic Disk 

Edger. The skis and bindings have been assessed for integrity and we do not sell skis that have 

any structural faults or any doubt about binding functionality. Outside of new product, we 

have 4 used condition levels: Very Light, Light, Moderate, Heavy. The condition level reflects 

the number of days the ski has been rented, cosmetic wear of the top sheet and any base 

repairs that may have been made.  

Used – Very Light 

Practically new. Products with a “very light” condition rating have experienced minimal use 

and reflect little to no cosmetic wear. Very Light condition products are the best of the best 

in used gear.  

Used - Light 

Lightly used items that have been well cared for. These products will likely appear to have a 
few cosmetic scuffs, scratches, and/or show slight signs of wear, but they still perform 
perfectly.  

Used - Moderate 

Used but not abused. Products of this condition show signs of consistent use, but their 
performance during future use will not be compromised. Overall, these products are in good, 
working condition.  

Used - Heavy 

These items have been well loved, but still have plenty of life left for a passionate and budget-
minded owner who may be new to the discipline. Cosmetic signs of use should be expected 
as well as some non-performance-inhibiting dings, dents, or worn corners. At the end of the 
day, these are in-good-working order products with massive savings for you!  
 

  



Gear Grading Specifics 

Very Light Condition 

   
Very lightly gear is rare and goes quickly. These items are practically new. Product that falls into the very 

light condition category shows almost no cosmetic wear. Buying our Very Light product ensures that you will 

receive both, gear with a fabulous appearance as well as saving on the best of the best recent models.  

General usage > 10 days on the snow. 

 

Light Condition 

   
Gear in the Light classification shows slightly more cosmetic wear than the Very Light gear but still looks 

good. Any scratching on the products does not detract much from the cosmetic appeal. This group will never 

have any physical damage that will hinder the performance of the product. In other words, the gear in this 

group will never have any gouges, blown edges, core-shots, or other performance hindering blemishes. 

General usage 10 - 19 days on the snow. 

 

 

  



Moderate Condition 

   
Moderate is our most popular used gear classification. This includes equipment that shows standard cosmetic 

wear from normal use. Products that have moderate usage will never have any physical damage that will 

hinder the performance of the product. Expect scratching on the top sheet and minor base scratches. Where 

skis have had base repairs, you can expect to be able to see the replaced p-tex but this will have little or no 

impact on the glide of the ski. General usage 20 - 34 days on the snow. 

 

Heavy Condition 

   
Like the moderate group, gear with Heavy usage will not have any performance hindering damage. What 

differentiates a heavy usage product from a Moderate product is the amount of cosmetic wear. For instance, 

scratching, scraping or a chip out of a top sheet qualifies an item for the Heavy distinction. For those who 

aren't worried about cosmetic wear, buying Heavy rated products is the best way to go for maximum savings 

without sacrificing performance. General usage 35 -55 days on the snow. 

 

 


